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Leo Lounge 

"Peppy Gay Bar"

Leo Lounge is a lively gay bar located in the neighborhood of Shijuku-ku,

Japan. The bar is a famous hangout spot for gay bear men in town and is

a men-only bar. Leo Lounge is known for offering a wide range of

beverages to accompany you for the night. In case you feel hungry, this

bar offers several small-plate delicacies to munch on. Besides, the bar

hosts DJ nights and similar events regularly and assures a great time. Leo

Lounge bar is usually crowded during the evenings and is a great spot to

make new friends.

 +81 3 5341 4380  www.leolounge.jp/  leo@leolounge.jp  2-14-16 Shinjuku, Tokio

 by Marler   

AiiRO Café 

"Drink the Night Away"

Set in one of the prime LGBT hubs in Tokyo, AiiRO Café is the place to be

for an enjoyable drinking session in the company of like-minded people.

You enter this bar through the red torii gate, which, according to regulars,

transports you into this whole different world. The bar boasts of a sizable

collection of spirits and beers, along with a fabulous collection of

cocktails. Regular events and theme nights fill the atmosphere with a

seemingly undying energy.

 +81 3 6273 0740  aliving.net/aiirocafe/  2-18-1 Shinjuku, Tokio

 by Marler   

Bar Gold Finger 

"Lively Gay Hangout"

Established in 1991, Bar Gold Finger was formerly known as Motel #203.

This is a women-only bar and is a popular gay hangout spot and offers an

extensive list of beverages to accompany you for an evening. The interiors

of this bar are influence from the 1960s and 1970s and are adorned with

punk elements. Experience the bar come to life with the several DJ events

and theme nights that are hosted here. Its friendly staff with their efficient

service assures you a good time and makes you want to come back for

more.

 +81 3 6383 4649  www.goldfingerparty.com/  2-12-11 Shinjuku, Hayashi building 1F,

Tokio

 by Marius Serban on 

Unsplash   

Dragon Men 

"Trendy Gay Bar and Club"

Dragon Men is a popular gay bar in the heart of the Shinjuku area which is

known for its reasonable prices and happy hours. Come by for a drink with

a couple of friends or socialize with strangers. The spacious dance floor is

usually packed, especially on the weekends. Although most of the crowd

consists of men, you can still find quite a few women shaking a leg on the

dance floor or chatting over cocktails. With DJ nights and a trendy vibe,
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this place is popular among the locals, expats as well as tourists.

 +81 3 3341 0606  www.dragonmen69.com/  dragon67xxx@gmail.com  2-14-4 Off Prefectural 305

Route, Accord Building, B1,

Tokio
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